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Secular History and the Bible
Dewayne Bryant, M.A.

It may come as no surprise to parents
that few, if any, of their children’s social
studies textbooks reference the events
recorded in the Bible. For the events of
the most influential book ever published
to not be mentioned in school books may
strike some as strange, because one can-
not understand western civilization with-
out understanding the Bible and its signif-
icance in the modern world. More impor-
tantly, the life of every believer is founded
upon and supported by this Book. 

Unfortunately, the events recorded in
the Bible often occurred in regions that
did not make the world stage. Canaan
was relatively small compared to the
mighty empires of Egypt, Babylon, and
Persia. In the New Testament period,
Judea was little more than a political
backwater. As such, both the Christian
and the critic have assumed that the con-
nection between Biblical events and the
larger historical picture is unimportant.
But if we are to truly understand God’s
Word, we must also understand contem-
porary events that happened in the life-
times of God’s writers. 

While critics can be expected to down-
play Scripture’s historical accounts,



Christian parents, teachers, and preach-
ers often do the same, albeit unintention-
ally. The Bible is rarely connected to sec-
ular history, and many people have little
idea where events recorded in Scripture
would be placed on a timeline of world
history. 

In some eras, fitting Biblical and secular
history together is difficult. There are vir-
tually no chronological markers allowing
scholars to fit Genesis 1-11 with secular
history, although the events have a dis-
tinctly Mesopotamian flavor. The flood
narrative is echoed in compositions such
as the Epic of Gilgamesh and other flood
stories in the ancient Near East. Likewise,
many scholars look to the ziggurats—
Mesopotamian temple towers—as the
basis for the story of the tower of Babel.
Genesis 14 gives our first important clue
to the ancient character of the first few
chapters of Genesis, mentioning the
archaic names of numerous sites along-
side their “modern” ones. The patriarchal
narratives follow next, which many schol-
ars think are make-believe. However,
there is little reason to think that the early
Israelites are imaginary, apart from anti-
Biblical bias. The events involving
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph fit
securely within the context of the early
second millennium. A wealth of informa-
tion involving the use of tents, the domes-
tication of camels, personal names, and
migrations in Mesopotamia all combine
to form a solid picture of the narratives
concerning Abraham and his family. 

A great deal of history had already
taken place by the time Abraham
emerged on the scene around 2000 B.C.
The art of writing was well over a thou-
sand years old by this time, and the first
pyramid built by Djoser in Egypt had been
built centuries earlier (c. 2650 B.C.).
Abraham’s great-grandson Joseph was
vizier in Egypt close to the same time the
Babylonian king, Hammurabi (c. 1795-
1750 BC), wrote his famous law code. 

Several centuries pass between the
end of Genesis and the exodus from
Egypt. Depending upon which scholar is
asked, Moses lived either in the fifteenth
or the thirteenth century B.C. Regardless,
this period was an age of military domi-
nance for Egypt. Egypt was easily the
superpower of the ancient Near East,
running over the city-states in Canaan
and able to stand toe-to-toe with the
powerful Hittite Empire in Asia Minor. This
dominance would not last long, however.
A major shake-up took place in the
ancient Near East around the year 1200
B.C. The Sea Peoples, maritime invaders
from the area of Greece, invaded the
coastlines of the eastern Mediterranean.
They destroyed the famous city of Ugarit

in modern-day Syria, and fought with the
Egyptians. Pharaoh Ramesses III (1186-
1155 B.C.) immortalized his victory over
the Sea Peoples in a relief at Karnak
Temple. This picture shows the types of
ships, clothing, and even the feathered
headdresses worn by these foreign
invaders. 

The Philistines, who were one tribe of
the Sea Peoples, settled close to Israel.
They appear in Judges as a powerful
people able to defeat the Israelites in bat-
tle (1 Samuel 3-4). David defeats their
champion Goliath, which spells the
beginning of the end of Philistine power
in the Bible. When David takes the throne
in the eleventh century B.C., there is
something of a power vacuum in the
ancient Near East. Both Egyptian and
Mesopotamian power is weak, leaving
David and Solomon free to forge a mini-
empire that is both influential and
wealthy. 

In the period of the divided monarchy,
which begins about 931 B.C., the histori-
cal picture is solid. Virtually every ruler in
both the northern and southern kingdoms
is mentioned in extrabiblical sources
from Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia. 

The eighth century B.C. is a monumen-
tal one for world history. The Assyrian
empire explodes, vastly increasing its
size and influence and pushing eastward
into Canaan. The Northern Kingdom is
carried off into captivity in 722/721 B.C.
Large numbers of Israelites are exported
to the Assyrian heartland, effectively los-
ing their Jewish identity and becoming, in
effect, the “Ten Lost Tribes.” Elsewhere
in the Mediterranean, the first Olympic
games take place in 776 B.C., and the city
of Rome is founded in 753 B.C. 

The Babylonians come to power and
swiftly put an end to the Assyrians. The
prophet Jonah had warned the people of
Nineveh, then the religious capital of the
Assyrian Empire, but his warning did not
take. In addition to putting an end to
Assyria, the Babylonians under Nebu-
chadnezzar II (c. 635-562) also exile the
people in the Southern Kingdom in 586
B.C. Actually, there are two prior depor-
tations in 606-605 and 598, during which
time Daniel and his friends are taken to
Babylon. Daniel lives long enough to see
power change hands again in 539 B.C.,
when Cyrus the Great overthrows the
Babylonians under Belshazzar. About a
year later, Cyrus issues a decree allow-
ing foreign people to return to their
homelands. Many of God’s people return
to Judah, where dynamic leaders such
as Ezra and Nehemiah oversee the
rebuilding of the Temple and the walls of
Jerusalem. 

Many Christians do not realize that

turning a page or two between the end of
Malachi and the beginning of Matthew
signals the passing of four hundred
years. In this intertestamental period, a
great deal happens. Alexander the Great
(336-323 B.C.) defeats the Persians in a
blitzkrieg campaign, but dies unexpect-
edly in Babylon. His mighty empire soon
disintegrates among the in-fighting
between his generals and is reduced
mainly to four smaller kingdoms. These
kingdoms are in turn defeated and assim-
ilated by Rome. The last of these empires
is defeated in 31 B.C., when Cleopatra VII
and Marc Antony are defeated by
Octavian at the battle of Actium, effec-
tively ending the Greek era. Octavian
changes his name to the more familiar
Augustus, becoming the first Roman
Emperor. 

The New Testament era is much more
brief, spanning only about a century.
Jesus is born and lives under the reign of
Augustus (27 B.C. – A.D. 14), later being
crucified under the reign of Tiberius (14
A.D. – A.D. 37). Much of the first century
is embroiled in conflict where Judea is
concerned. Pontius Pilate serves as pre-
fect of Judea during the time of Christ’s
ministry (A.D. 26-36), but is unpopular
with both his superiors and his subjects
during this troubled time. He later com-
mits suicide in exile. This does not put an
end to the political turmoil, however. After
a Jewish revolt in A.D. 66, forces under
the command of Titus crush the city of
Jerusalem in A.D. 70. Most of the New
Testament books had already been writ-
ten, and the apostle John closes the
canon with his Revelation at the end of
the first century during the reign of
Domitian (A.D. 81-96). 

History is a fascinating but often neg-
lected subject. Christians everywhere
can enjoy reading about the events hap-
pening in world history that occured at
the same time as the events recorded in
Scripture. Above all else, we cannot for-
get that Biblical history and secular histo-
ry have many points of contact. The
Biblical authors wrote in real time and
real space, intending their readers to
view their work as such (cf. Luke 1:1-4).
From its connection with the ancient
world, we have seen Scripture vindicated
time and again. !
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